The concepts of the measurement system based upon four parameters-length (meter), mass (kilogram), time (second), and temperature (kelvin) -are developed. The proper daily operation of an analytic laboratory depends upon these basic measurements and others derived from them, eg., the liter. An additional component of chemical measurement which directly influences accuracy is the purity of the standards ici reagents employed. The standard reference materials program of the National Bureau of Standards provides a central source of guaranteed high-purity reference materials which are available to all. The reliability of chemical measurements should increase as new standard reference materials such as cholesterol, uric acid, urea, and creatinine are utilized to standardize methoJs and to calibrate instruments in the clinical laboratories of this country.
Components of a Measuring System
The need for objective physical descriptions has led people from earliest times to seek and adopt systems of measurements. The system presently used throughout the world is based on four arbitrarily selected "fundamental" quantities of measurement-length, mass, time, and temperature (1) (2) (3) .
Any one of these quantities is determinable by means completely independent of the other three. In addition, there are two other fundamental quantities of measurementelectrical current and light intensity. The values of these latter two umts are based on the values of the units assigned to mass, length, and time, and therefore cannot be determined independently of them. These quantities of measurement are more fully described in Table 1 . From these fundamental quantities, other "derived" quantities of measurement are defined and related to the fundamental quantities as shown in Fig. 1 and derived quantities of the measuring system could be cited; a few are listed in Table 2 .
Purity of Materials
The purity of materials is an important determinant in measurement which is not easily classified, yet purity is necessary for accurate analyses.
The purity of the standard should not be the factor limiting the accuracy of results
(15).
Therefore This group developed the following criteria for acid-base titrirnetry, which generally apply to most chemicals used as standards:
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A number of SRM's depicted in Table 6 
